
Some people think of wraps 

as insurance for the legs.

By Megan Arszman
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So how tight is too tight? You have to find a happy medi-

um when it comes to the pressure of polo wraps. Too loose, 
and you lose the sought-after support and can even endanger 
your horse’s safety. Too tight, and you can create pressure 
points that can affect a horse’s tendons. The AAEP recom-
mends that while you’re wrapping the polo wrap to keep 
smooth, uniform pressure and watch for any lumps or ridges 
that might form underneath the top layer.

“(Uniform, snug wrapping) takes practice,” Dr. Cayot says. 
“Growing up, I showed hunter and jumpers and, as a groom 
at the barn, I wrapped a lot of legs. It just takes practice get-
ting that fine medium between having the wrap too loose or 
having it too thick at the top.” 

For protection at speeds of 45 miles per hour, racehorses use 
a flexible adhesive bandage for a tighter wrap. 

“(Racehorses’) fetlocks and legs are stressed to the max 
with all the concussion, so they put a tight wrap on,” Dr. 
Cayot explains. 

Grooms use a thin layer of gauze-type wrap first and then 
apply the elastic wrap around the ankle and up to the knee. 

“Obviously those grooms wrap a lot of legs and can put on 
a tighter wrap without many complications,” he adds.

Wrapping for Shipping
just as with wrapping your horse’s legs for performance, 
you also have the option of the more convenient shipping boots 
vs. use of a leg wrap and quilts.

Shipping boots go from the top of the hoof up to the knee 
on the front and up and over the hock on the hind legs. 

“I think shipping boots are fine for your everyday travel,” 
Dr. Cayot says. 

think of it as insurance for your horse’s most valuable 
player when it comes to his performance. More than 1,000 
pounds of pressure strain the delicate structures that make up 
the horse’s legs, whether it’s from landing from a three-foot 
jump, driving through a sliding stop or navigating around a 
difficult trail course. Proper leg wrapping can help protect his 
legs, thus protecting your investment.

Wrapping your horse’s legs provides support for tendons 
and ligaments during exercise, as well as protection from 
concussion and impact. You can wrap your horse’s legs after a 
strenuous training session to help prevent or reduce swelling. 
During transportation, it’s vital to provide extra cushioning 
and support by using shipping wraps or boots.

“You can wrap a horse’s leg any number of ways,” says Dr. 
Adam Cayot, a veterinarian with Peterson & Smith Equine 
Hospital in Ocala, Florida. 

Wrapping for Performance
one of the most common performance wraps is the polo 
wrap, which was made to protect the legs of polo ponies, not 
only from the concussion from running but to protect the legs 
from the mallet and the ball hitting the legs. 

The polo wrap is popular with all disciplines to provide 
support to the tendons, as well as softening blows that might 
come from fast spins, missed jumps and metal barrels. 

To properly wrap the leg for performance, Dr. Cayot echoes 
the guidelines set by the American Association for Equine 
Practitioners:

•	Start in the middle of the cannon bone, holding one end 
of the wrap on the inside of the bone and wrap from front 
to back, and from the outside of the leg to the inside. On 
left legs, you wrap counter clockwise; on right legs, you 
wrap clockwise. 

•	Apply even tension as you go all the way down to the fet-
lock, then go up toward the knee. You want to tighten 
from the front of the cannon bone to the back, Dr. Cayo 
points out. You want the wrap to be snug – you don’t want 
it to be loose and have gaps, but you also don’t want to be 
gritting your teeth trying to pull the wrap real tight 
around the leg.

•	Overlap the previous wrap by 50 percent. Stop just shy of 
the fetlock joint and then move back up toward the knee, 
stopping just short there. You should be ending at the top 
of the wrap. You don’t want to start or end a wrap on a 
joint, as that will become loose with movement.

While most polo wraps are made of a strong fleece, there are 
some made from a thinner nylon. Dr. Cayot says either fabric is 
fine for use but cautions users of the thinner material. 

“The fabric is not as thick (as fleece), so you run a greater 
chance of over-tightening the wrap,” he says. “I can’t say that 
one’s more supportive than the other because I’ve had good 
luck with both fabrics. It just depends on who’s applying the 
wrap – if they’re experienced enough to know to not over 
tighten.”

There are also sports boots, which can be used in lieu of 
polo wraps. 

“I don’t have a preference over (the sports boots vs. polo 
wraps),” Dr. Cayot says. “A lot of people like them because 
they’re convenient and they add some protection and support 
to the horse’s legs.”

On left legs, you wrap 
counter clockwise.
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“No amount of leg wrapping is a substitute for getting 
your horse in good condition,” he says. “You’re not going to 
prevent all injuries from putting a wrap on a leg. You can 
help prevent that, but nothing substitutes for good training 
and good conditioning no matter what discipline you’re in – 
whether it’s western pleasure or Olympic-level eventing. You 
can’t think you’re preventing a suspensory ligament injury 
just by putting a wrap on a leg.” 

Megan Arszman is a former intern for AQHA Publications 
and a special contributor to the Journal. To comment, write to 
aqhajrnl@aqha.org. To apply for an internship, go online to 
www.aqha.com.

But for longer travel distances, Dr. Cayot recommends 
using quilts and wraps to provide more support to the legs, 
as well as concussion protection. The quilts extend below the 
coronet band to protect the hoof, but you don’t want your 
flannel or polo wrap to go past the quilt. 

“Wrap the polo firmly over the padding – you don’t have 
to worry too much about damaging the tendon with too 
much pressure because you have the quilt on,” he points out. 
“You want it on snug because if you’re going any distance, 
you want it to last.”

Wrapping for Recovery
a standing wrap for a horse that is in recovery, from an 
injury or another layup, can help prevent horses from stocking 
up. Stocking up (or edema) occurs if horses are kept in a stall 
with limited movement for an extended period of time. A 
standing wrap can also help reduce swelling and inflammation, 
as well as helping leg wounds heal by keeping them clean and 
preventing them from becoming infected.

Dr. Angela Infante, a veterinarian with Rood & Riddle 
Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, points out that 
standing wraps come in different sizes and two different 
styles – quilted or no bow – so pick the correct size for your 
horse and the style that best fits your needs.

“I always start on the front of the leg and wrap around, start-
ing from front to back while applying an even amount of tension 
through the entire bandage,” Dr. Infante says. “The wrap is then 
applied in the same manner, from front to back with even ten-
sion, no wrinkles and an even amount of overlap with each pass.

“My recommendation for wrapping a horse is for owners 
to use their best judgment when it pertains to their horse,” 
she continues. “Every horse is an individual. Where some 
horses may benefit from standing wraps before being rid-
den, there are others that do just fine without ever having 
them on. The most important point about standing wraps 
is that if you are going to apply them, you apply them prop-
erly so as to gain the benefit they offer and not to inadver-
tently hurt your horse.”

That’s a Wrap!
here are some other points to keep in mind when it comes 
to wrapping legs for shipping, performance or recovery:

•	When wrapping one leg, wrap the opposite leg as well – 
meaning if you’re wrapping the left front leg due to an 
injury or wound, also wrapping the right front leg will 
provide equal support for both legs.

•	Give your horse ample time to become accustomed to his 
leg wraps before travel, work or stall rest, especially if this 
is the first time he has been wrapped.

•	Dr. Cayot recommends not turning your horse out with 
standing wraps because it can ruin your wraps and it’s not 
more helpful for your horse’s legs.

•	When wrapping legs for wound protection, or if you just 
want to make sure bedding or debris can’t get in the ban-
dage to cause irritation, seal the top and bottom of the 
wrap with a loose layer of flexible adhesive bandage. 

And while it’s important to ensure you’re protecting your 
horse’s legs for the long run, Dr. Cayot points out that the 
best injury prevention protocol should include proper condi-
tioning for your horse. 
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On right legs, you 
wrap clockwise.
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